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AIRCRAFT HIGHLIGHTS

 Engines Enrolled on ESP Gold
 APU Enrolled on MSP Gold
 GoGo ATG-5000 US DomesticInternet
 Rockwell Collins FMS-6100 Version 4.1 WAAS/LPV
 New Paint and Interior by West Star in 2017
 Fresh 12/24 mo Inspections along with ARCS PreBuy
 FAR Part 135 Ready
Honeywell MSP-G
Year of Manufacturer:
Entry into Service:

2006
2007

Description:

Honeywell GTCP36-150(IAI)

Total Hours:
Total Landings:
Aircraft Location:

7,209
4,493
Westfield, MA (KBAF)

Serial Number:
Time:

P-259
4,868

Maintenance Tracking:

G-CMP

ENGINES Pratt & Whitney 306A | Enrolled on ESP Gold
Serial Number
Total Time
Cycles
Engine 1: PCE-CC0373
7,797
4,718
Engine 2: PCE-CC0246
7,338
4,463
Contact Kevin White for further information | kwhite@jetedgepartners.com | +1 410 928 4022 | +1 850 501 8121 | www.jetedgepartners.com
Specifications and descriptions are provided as introductory information only and do not constitute representations or warranties. Verification of specifications remain the sole responsibility of purchaser.
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AVIONICS

NAVIGATION AND COMPLIANCE

Collins Pro Line 4 EFIS / Avionics

WAAS/LPV

Dual Collins ADC-850CAir Data Computers
Dual Collins AHC-3000 Attitude Heading Reference System

RVSM Compliant

Collins FCC-4005 Auto Pilot
Dual Collins FMC-6100 FMS 4.1 WAAS/LPV
Dual GPS 4000
Dual Collins RTU-4220 Radio Tuning Units
Dual Collins VHF-4000E Comm Computers

ADS-B out Version 2
CONNECTIVITY
GoGo ATG-5000 US DomesticInternet
AirCell Axxess II SATCOMSystem

Collins NAV-4500 (VOR/ILS) Computer
Collins NAV-4000 (VOR/ILS/ADF) Computer
Dual Collins DME-4000
Dual Collins TDR-94D Mode “S” Transponders with Flight ID
Collins TCAS 4000 w/Change 7.1
Collins TRW-850 Weather Radar
Collins ALT-4000 RadioAltimeter
Dual Honeywell KHF-950 HF Radio w/ Jetcal SELCAL
Honeywell Mark V EGPWS
Honeywell SSCVR

File Photo
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INTERIOR

ENTERTAINMENT

New interior soft goods installed by West Star in 2017.

Airshow 410 Inflight InformationSystem

The cabin is configured for nine (9) passengers, with
individual seats upholstered in rich brown leather and beige
fabric on the belted divan. Carpet throughout is beige wool,
with a canvas runner included which is used to protect the
aisle carpet when boarding during inclement weather.
Brushed plating and beige colored textured fabric adorn
the window panels throughout the cabin.

CD & DVD Players with Aft Bulkhead Mounted Monitor
& Individual Monitors

Executive interior features a four (4) place executive club
seat configuration with pull-out tables.
The aft cabin features a (3) three-place belted divan
opposite (2) dual executive club seats.
Forward galley with refreshment cabinet and enclosed
aft private lavatory.
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EXTERIOR
New Paint by West Star in March 2017. Painted overall Matterhorn White with Gold and Black Accent Striping
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FORWARD GALLEY
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FORWARD GALLEY
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FORWARD CABIN LOOKING AFT
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FORWARD CABIN CLUB SEAT
Contact Kevin White for further information | kwhite@jetedgepartners.com | +1 410 928 4022 | +1 850 501 8121 | www.jetedgepartners.com
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AFT CABIN LOOKING FORWARD
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AFT CABIN LOOKINGAFT
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AFT DIVAN
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AFT LAVATORY
Contact Kevin White for further information | kwhite@jetedgepartners.com | +1 410 928 4022 | +1 850 501 8121 | www.jetedgepartners.com
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ABOUT JET EDGE PARTNERS
Jet Edge Partners is a full-service aircraft broker and dealer formed as a division of Jet Edge International. The aircraft sales experts at Jet Edge Partners
work to understand the mission profiles, goals, and operational budget of our clientele to ensure they are linked with the best possible aircraft to meet their
individual needs. The team is integrated in real time to the movements in the markets and are skilled in projecting future trends in the aviation industry.
Throughout their careers, the Sales team at Jet Edge Partners have successfully completed aircraft transactions totaling hundreds of millions of dollars.
With offices and sales professionals located throughout the United States, Jet Edge Partners provide clients with the knowledge and understanding of the
market needed in order to purchase or sell an aircraft with confidence and unmatched customer service. Jet Edge Partners not only transacts aircraft, but
Contact Kevin White for further information | kwhite@jetedgepartners.com | +1 410 928 4022 | +1 850 501 8121 | www.jetedgepartners.com
alongside Jet Edge International, it operates, owns, and manages one of the largest fleets in the world, providing clients with operational knowledge and
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OUR LOCATION

60 West Street, Suite 400
Annapolis, Maryland 21401
Contact us for more information:
+1 410 928 4022
info@jetedgepartners.com
www.jetedgepartners.com
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